
Kaput

a one-act comedy
by

David Guaspari



CHARACTERS

REX HARRIS, sleek male, 30’s or 40’s
LUANDY WILDE, attractive female, younger than Rex
HARRIET KERNIGHAN, sexy and formidable female, Rex’s age
HJB, male, of indeterminate age but not young

SETTING

The present, an evening in Rex’s living room. It includes a couch, coffee table, lamp, and
bookcases with oversized art books. There are two doors, or suggested doors, one exterior and
one interior. We can see enough of the adjacent kitchen to include its refrigerator.
There are two scenes, which occur a few minutes apart.



Scene 1

(AT RISE: The room is dimly lit. Thunder rumbles. REX and LUANDY stumble
amorously in through the exterior door and flop into an embrace on the couch.
When the lights come on we’ll see that LuAndy is wearing a scarf or shawl.)

REX

So . . . Can I get personal?

LUANDY

Hmm?

REX

You won’t mind?

LUANDY

Unh-unh.

(SFX: Thunder.)
God, that’s scary. Like wild animals butting against the walls.

REX

Your ad said you liked danger.

LUANDY

Mm-hmm.

REX

I like to think I’m dangerous. (Pause.) You won’t get mad? If I get personal?

LUANDY

Unh-unh.

REX

What kind of name is “LuAndy”?

LUANDY

What?!

REX

What kind of name is that? I thought you were white.

LUANDY

Hey!

REX

Just curious. It’s a very unusual name.

LUANDY

My ad also said “Sensitive,” which means no bigots. Next time I’ll spell it out: No head
games, No smokers, No bigots.
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REX

Sorry. I apologize. I’m apologizing as we speak.

LUANDY

Did I make a crack about Rex? “Thought you were a German shepherd.”

REX

You said you wouldn’t get mad. Let’s turn back the clock—OK?—do the last few minutes
over? (Pause.) It’s a nice name. But unusual.

LUANDY

My Mom wanted a LouAnne. My Dad wanted a boy.

REX

Good for your mom. (Pause.) I have to get personal again. You’re squirmy. Is something
uncomfortable? What if I put this over there? Feel better?

LUANDY

I feel a poem.

REX

I was supposed to take “published poet” seriously?

LUANDY

Not the “published” part. But when the spirit moves me I respond. When a poem is inside me
it has to come out.

REX

Now?

LUANDY

Yes, now. Now is when the spirit is upon me.

REX

Can’t the spirit wait its turn?

LUANDY

“Violation”!

REX

Woah.

LUANDY

That’s the short title. The full name is, “The End of the World as We Know it, Canto 54:
Violation of Mass/Energy Conservation,” by LuAndy Wilde. Let me sit up. I have to project.

(Longish beat.)
What . . . is that?

(Beat.)
REX

That was a very short poem.
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LUANDY

That thing.

(REX turns on the lamp. On the coffee table
sits a human head—HJB.
SFX: Thunder.)

Who is it? What is it?

REX

Don’t look at me.

LUANDY

How did it get here?

REX

I’ve never seen it before.

LUANDY

I’m gone.

REX

Wait . . .

LUANDY

Outta here.

REX

No. Wait. I have seen it—professionally: the Head of John the Baptist.

LUANDY

OK . . . I used to know this Harriet . . . not what you’d call a friend . . . who used to be a nun
. . .

REX

You don’t need a nun when you’ve got an art historian. How many options are there? It’s not
Marie Antoinette. And I ought to know a head of John the Baptist when I see one. Best loved
atrocity in the Bible—painted, sculptured, done a thousand times in every possible medium.
But no one makes’em like this any more. This is a lost art.

LUANDY

I’ve got no problems with religion per se. I’m open-minded on all subjects. But this is way
too . . . Catholic. I’ll call a cab.

REX

It has presence. It has absence.

(SFX: Thunder.
LUANDY clutches REX.)

It is the presence of an absence. I’m stunned. I’m running out of art words.
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(HJB begins a weak, tuneless vocal warm-up.)

LUANDY

Oh, my god.

REX

It’s my ticket to paid journalism.

LUANDY

The poor thing is trying to sing! It needs a drink. (Pause) Well?

(REX goes to the fridge.)
My heart just melts. Doesn’t yours? (To HJB) Go with it. Let it happen. Get in touch with
your inner head. (To REX) The differently-abled have so much to teach us. Their problems
are real. They can’t waste time whining about how big their thing is, or why can’t they put it
wherever or make it go up and down—

REX

I doubt that’s one of its issues.

LUANDY

—but they can still have a song in their heart.

(REX returns with a bottle of water, which
LUANDY snatches from his hand.)

REX

This is not a handicapped person: it’s not a person and not handicapped. It’s a head; it’s all
there; that’s the point. Which I, a professional, get and why I, the professional, should be
handling things—exhibition, catalogue, press . . .

LUANDY

(To HJB) I used “heart” metaphorically, with no intent to discriminate on the basis of organs,
internal or external. I often employ figures of speech. I’m a Published Poet, currently
supporting her art through a career in Data Entry.

(LUANDY raises the water to HJB’s lips.)
REX

Careful! Watch what you’re doing!

LUANDY

What I’m doing is bridging a cultural gap. I’m sure that he’s had very different life
experiences than those of us who are . . . fully . . . accessorized.

REX

We don’t want water spots.
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HJB
(Explosively)

Repent! (Normally) Sorry. Should have done a sound check. (Emphatic, but controlled)
Repent! You brood of vipers, who warned you to flee from the wrath to come?

REX

I can work with that. It’s in the tradition.

HJB
Or is this the Rosenberg bat mitzvah? My bad; my diary’s in my other pants. Non-paying gigs
are a drag, but how else do you break in new material? (Singing)

When a man loves a woman . . .

HJB AND LUANDY

(Singing)

. . . can’t keep his mind on nothin’ else.
He’ll trade the world for the good thing he found . . .

(HJB continues softly humming.)
LUANDY

I love that song.

REX

Cross-over R&B is not in the tradition. It’s not “Head of John the Baptist” material.

LUANDY

“Head.” Do you have to harp on “head”? Mr. Sensitive? “Head,” “head,” “head.” Are you
trying to make the head self-conscious?

HJB
I love that song.

REX

Which does not belong on the lips, or the play list, of a saint.

LUANDY

(To REX) You’re such a bullshit artist. You told me you liked Percy Sledge.

HJB
I love Percy Sledge.

REX

Butt out. (To LUANDY) Bullshit?

LUANDY

I like Percy Sledge. I love Percy Sledge. My ad said so. Which you supposedly read. And
maybe if you spent more time paying attention to other people, and less bullshitting about
yourself, you wouldn’t feel so threatened.
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REX

Threatened?

LUANDY

By a man who can be attractive even without . . . an accessory.

HJB
Right on, sister. The kingdom of heaven is at hand.

(LUANDY jumps as if she’s been goosed.)
LUANDY

Yeeeoooooow!

REX

Watch it, pal. Keep your . . . your self to yourself.

LUANDY

(To REX) Who asked you?

(HJB gets excited: the coffee table shakes.)
HJB

A tough guy. Everybody’s tough when he’s not being served up on a platter. I’m supposed to
be impressed? You think you could take me?

REX

With my arms and legs tied behind my back.

HJB
I’m shakin’ in my boots. Listen, Four-Limbs, you got a problem? You maybe don’t like my
singing? You want I should do a dance instead? You don’t know half the break you’re getting:
the sight would kill you, and not with laughs.

REX

I’ll risk it.

HJB
Bring it on.

LUANDY

Stop it! Stop! “The World as We Know It, Appendix,” an improvisation by LuAndy Wilde:

How unhappy,
How very crappy,
To be differently abled
And coffee-tabled.
How scummy.
How really really crummy.
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